Abstract. In this paper we first consider a pair of polynomial sets which are biorthogonal on the unit circle with respect to a complex weight function. We then show how the biorthogonality of this pair of polynomial sets implies a <?-beta integral which in turn leads to a pair of biorthogonal rational functions. Finally we show that the asymptotics for these pairs of rational functions exhibit qualitative properties reminiscent of the Szegö theory for orthogonal polynomials.
Introduction
When Askey edited the collected papers of Szegö [18] he inserted some very interesting commentaries. In one of these [17] he introduced a set of polynomials orthogonal on the unit circle. They are ii n sa(z) -V (a(i2><i2)k(a;<i2)n-k( , ]k (U) Sn^)-^{q2,Q2)k{q2,q2)nJZl(i) ■ which he showed, assuming a real, to be orthogonal on the unit circle with respect to the weight function (qz,q/z;q2)oo w(d) = ,l2\ (aqz^q/z^2)T he case a = 0 leads to the Szegö polynomials which are the subject of [17] .
In [17] Askey remarked that Hahn [9] considered a more general nonpositive weight (1.3) f(z) = xWx(l/a;qb;qx'2az) = ¿ ill^k(qx/2az)k.
¿=-00 (9o,g)k
Hahn mentioned more general polynomials orthogonal on the unit circle with respect to f(z). This assertion, which Hahn stated but did not prove, is false. Baxter [3] showed that if the weight function is not positive and certain Toeplitz determinants do not vanish, then there exists a unique pair of polynomial sets which are biorthogonal on the unit circle. This suggests that the proper setting for Hahn's result lies in Baxter's work. Indeed Pastro [14] did that and more. He started from a q-heta integral (equivalent to one of Ramanujan's) and introduced a pair of polynomial sets which are biorthogonal on the unit circle and more general than (1.1) and whose weight function is equivalent to the one that
Hahn considered.
In this work we first reconsider Pastro's biorthogonal polynomials and show, using generating relations, that they imply a <7-beta integral which is more general than (2.1) although it is less general than the one obtained, using a different method, by Gasper (see [6, (4.11.4 
)]).
In §3 we show how this q-heta integral leads to a pair of four-parameter rational functions which are biorthogonal on the unit circle. This seems to be the first system of biorthogonal rational functions, on the unit circle, with so many free parameters and seems to be an analog of the Askey-Wilson polynomials on the unit circle. For related systems of rational functions biorthogonal on subsets of the real line we refer the interested reader to [1, 10, 11, 15, 16] . One may also consult the recent monograph [5] for applications to numerical analysis and the interesting work of Iserles and Norsett [ 10] for a general set-up for the concept of biorthogonality. In §3 we also consider the asymptotics of these biorthogonal polynomials and functions. Also we obtain results which suggest that there are analogies for rational functions biorthogonal on the unit circle with corresponding results for polynomials orthogonal on the real line due to Szegö [7, 8] and results for polynomial sets biorthogonal on the unit circle due to Baxter [3] .
In the following all products are to the base q which we assume to be real and \q\ < 1 . We shall also assume that \aqx/2\ < 1 and \bqxl2\ < 1 . Furthermore, we use the notation For compactness we shall use the notation (a)n to mean (a ; q)n and (a)c for (a ; q)^ if the base q is used. We shall also use the contracted notation n (ax,a2, ... ,an; q)N = Y\iak ', Q)n , where N is finite or infinite.
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Furthermore, z shall denote the complex conjugate of z, and if f(z) is a power series in z, then f(z) is the power series whose coefficients are the conjugates of the power series coefficients of /. For a polynomial P(z) of degree n we use the standard notation P*(z) = znP(l/z).
BlORTHOGONAL POLYNOMIALS AND A Q-BETA INTEGRAL
Pastro [14] started with a <?-beta integral of Ramanujan and showed that it is equivalent to r2n (qx/2z,qx'2/z;q)oc (qa.qb-.qU 1 f 2n Jo ¡o (aqxl2z, bqxl2/z ; 67)00 (q, abq ; q)x which suggested to him to use, as a weight function, the function where \bqxl2\ < \z\ < \aqxl2\~x so that the case b = a = a (i.e., a and b are equal and real) gives the weight, w(6), used by Askey in his remarks. The last equality in (2.2) is the sum of a general xy/x (see [6, p. 126] ). The function Q(z) is complex on the unit circle when a ^ b, and thus according to Baxter [3] we are assured of the existence of a unique pair of polynomial sets which are biorthogonal on the unit circle when certain Toeplitz determinants do not vanish.
Pastro proved that the following pair of polynomial sets are biorthogonal on the unit circle:
We note that although Pastro assumed the parameters a and b are real, in fact they do not have to be and the biorthogonality with respect to the complex weight (2.2) still holds.
The corresponding monic polynomial sets are given by
(aq)n (bq)n By using easy calculations we find the recurrence relations (2.6) pn+x(z) + zpn(z) + pn+x(0)q*n(z) and (2.7) qn+\(z) = zq"(z) + qn+x(0)p*n(z).
From (2.6) and (2.7) we see that the monic biorthogonal sets satisfy a threeterm recurrence relation of the form
The polynomial set {qn(z)} satisfies a similar recurrence relation. The orthgonality relation becomes (2.11) ¿ jT Çi(e")pn(eie)q-^)de = {^kq-"Smn .
We now proceed to recast (2.11 ) in terms of generating functions. Using (2.3) and the ^-binomial theorem (see [6, On the other hand using the right-hand side of (2.12) and (2.15) the integral in (2.14) becomes (2.15) ±-pa(e»)(°tl'aqXy^ q\°°{,bt2> a«l'2t*z-?~dO.
y ' 2nJo V ' (h,q-x/2tx/z;q)00(t2,q-x/it2z;q)00
Thus (2.14) and (2.15) lead to a tf-beta integral, which we state as Theorem 1 ( c7-beta integral). The following q-beta integral holds when \aqxl2\ < 1, |V/2|< 1, \tx\<\qx'2\,and \t2\ < \qxl2\ : ** (qxl2z,qxl2/z,aqxl2t2z,bqxl2tx/z;q)c if de (2 16 ) ln^ {aqxl2z,bqxl2/z,q-xl2t2z,q-xl2tx/z;q)00 = (aq,bq, tx, t2, abtxt2; q)^ _ gie (q,abq,atx,bt2,txt2q-x)oo
Note that the case tx = t2 = 0 yields the tf-beta integral (2.1).
BlORTHOGONAL RATIONAL FUNCTIONS
In this section we shall apply (2.16) to introduce a pair of rational functions biorthogonal on the unit circle. To do this, we first rewrite (2.16) in the form = (qi/2z, qx/2/z,at2qx/2z, btxqx'2/z, q, qbq, atx, bt2, txt2q-x ; q)( aqxl2z, bqxl2/z, q~xl2t2z, q-xl2tx/z, aq,bq,tx, t2, abtxt2; q)^ '
Note that (3.1) is valid for all values of the parameters tx , t2 such that |ti| < |i'/2|,and \t2\ <\qx'2\.
The functional relationship
establishes the following evaluation of a <?-beta integral:
Now multiply both sides of this equation by
Then sum over k = 0, 1, 2, ... , n to get 2n Jo (0 ifm = 0,l,2,...,n-l, = (abq)(abtxt2q"-x)(q) l (abtxt2)2n(txt2q-x)n In a similar fashion we can derive a relation similar to (3.7) with r and 5 interchanged. Thus we obtain the biorthogonality relation in Theorem 2. The rational functions {r"(z)} and {s"(z)} satisfy the biorthogonality relation l-JnK(e'e)sm(e^)rn(ew)de = (abq)n(abtxt2q"-x)n(q)n (ht2q-x)nôt 2nJo "v~ '"""v~ ''nx~ '" (abtxt2)2n(txt2q-x)"
Let {Pn(z)} and {Qn(z)} be the biorthogonal polynomial sets corresponding to (2.2) and (2.3). To get the asymptotics for these polynomial sets we use (2.3), (2.4), and (2.11) to write
Similarly we get for {Q"(z)}
Now we can state a limiting relationship.
Theorem 3. As n -> oc and for \qx/2\ < \z\ < \q~x/2\ we have (3.10) />"(z)g"(l/z)~l/Q(z).
As for the strong asymptotics of the rational functions (3.5) and (3.6) we utilize an asymptotic formula that Ismail and Wilson [13] obtained for the Askey-Wilson polynomials which show 'q~" , abcdq"~x, az, a/z; q, q\ _ cay (az, bz,cz,dz; q)( 3.11) 403 ab, ac, ad ■ z/ (z2, ab, ac, ad; q)c when \z\ < 1 . We identify (3.5) with (3.11) and obtain for \z\ > qxl2 the asymptotic relationships n/2tnz» (t2,aq,qy2b/z,q xl2tx/z;q)00 2 (qxl2/z, aqx>2t2z, bt2, t2txq~x ; qU -nßn sn./■ (7i » bq, aqxl2/z, q-i/2t2/z; q)c In terms of the corresponding biorthogonal sets {R"(z)} and {S"(z)} (3.15) .nn( (abtxt2)2n(txt2q-x)n 11/2 ' \(q)n(abq)n(abtxt2q"-x)nj "{ > R"(z) = Rn(z ,a,b,tx,t2):=t2 "q and (3.16) Sn(z) = S"(z, a,b,tx,t2) := R"(z ,b ,a,~t2,~tx).
Relationships (3.12) and (3.13) lead to Theorem 4. As n -> oo and for \qx¡2\ < \z\ < \q~xl2\ we have
We also note that z~"R"(z) converges uniformly on compact subsets of \z\ > \qxl2\ to (3.18) 
(bt2,qxl2/z,aqxl2t2z;q)00 \(q, abq, txt2q~x ; q)^) ' and, using (3.18) and ( where a(0) is the measure with respect to which {4>n(z)} are orthogonal. Szegö introduced his theory of polynomial sets orthogonal on the unit circle in the early twenties. He assumed that the orthogonality measure is a positive probability measure on the circle with infinite support. His assumption is equivalent to positivity of the associated Toeplitz determinants. Under these conditions the trigonometric moment problem has a unique solution. Many authors contributed to Szegö's theory, and it is now considered to be a fairly mature theory. To the best of our knowledge there is no such general theory known for biorthogonal rational functions on the unit circle. Part of the difficulty is that the measure with respect to which the functions are orthogonal may not be unique, and results as precise as those that exist for orthogonal polynomials on an interval or orthogonal polynomials on the unit circle cannot, in general, be expected.
Despite this, and as we have seen above, certain properties seem to carry over. The asymptotic and limiting relations obtained in the last section are not predicted by any theory that we know. Yet they suggest that Szegö's theory may be contained in a more general theory for rational functions biorthogonal on the unit circle. Even more surprising are the asymptotic relations (3.17) and (3.19) which seem to give a mechanism for recovering the weight function from the asymptotics of the rational biorthogonal functions.
